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We analyze dephasing in a model system where eletrons tunnel sequentially through a symmetri

interferene setup onsisting of two single-level quantum dots. Depending on the phase di�erene

between the two tunneling paths, this may result in perfet destrutive interferene. However, if the

dots are oupled to a bath, it may at as a whih-way detetor, leading to partial suppression of the

phase-oherene and the reappearane of a �nite tunneling urrent. In our approah, the tunneling

is treated in leading order whereas oupling to the bath is kept to all orders (using P (E) theory). We

disuss the in�uene of di�erent bath spetra on the visibility of the interferene pattern, inluding

the distintion between �mere renormalization e�ets� and �true dephasing�.

PACS numbers: 73.23.Hk, 71.38.-k, 03.65.Yz

I. INTRODUCTION

The destrution of quantum-mehanial phase oher-

ene due to oupling of a system to an irreversible bath

is a subjet important not only beause of its onne-

tion to fundamental issues (the quantum measurement

proess and the quantum-lassial transition) but also

beause of its role in the suppression of phenomena re-

sulting from quantum interferene e�ets, suh as those

studied in mesosopi physis (inluding Aharonov-Bohm

interferene, weak loalization and universal ondutane

�utuations). Reently, the �eld of mesosopi physis

in partiular has seen a revival of interest in these ques-

tions, due to surprising experimental �ndings

1

onern-

ing a possible saturation of the weak-loalization dephas-

ing rate at low temperatures, that have not yet been ex-

plained onviningly. Apart from investigations dealing

diretly with the problem of weak loalization in a dis-

ordered system of interating eletrons, several toy mod-

els have been analyzed

2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

to answer the question

whether deoherene at zero temperature is possible at

all, ontrary to the expetations based on perturbation

theory. One of the di�ulties faed by models involv-

ing disrete levels onsists in the fat that destrution of

phase oherene for a superposition of exited states of

�nite exitation energy is perfetly possible even at zero

temperature, due to spontaneous emission of energy into

the bath. It is only in the zero-frequeny limit of the lin-

ear response in a system with a ontinuous spetrum (rel-

evant for weak-loalization and other equilibrium trans-

port experiments) that perturbation theory suggests in

general a vanishing dephasing rate, beause then the per-

turbation does not supply energy to the system, suh that

at T = 0 the system is not able to leave a trae in the

bath, whih is onsidered to be the prerequisite for deo-

herene.

Some questions of interest onerning dephasing, es-

peially in onnetion with mesosopi systems and low

temperatures, are the following ones: How reliable is the

simple lassial piture of a phase being randomized by

�utuating external noise

10

? In partiular, what is the

meaning of the zero-point �utuations of the bath in this
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Figure 1: The double-dot �double-slit� setup, with a �xed

phase di�erene ϕ between the two paths and under the in-

�uene of a �utuating environment.

piture, as opposed to the thermal �utuations dominat-

ing at frequenies lower than the temperature? When

do the former lead to �mere renormalization e�ets� and

how is it possible to distinguish these from �true� de-

phasing? Under whih irumstanes is the suppression

of o�-diagonal terms in the redued system density ma-

trix itself already a good indiator of dephasing? How

reliable are simple arguments based on Golden Rule and

energy onservation, related to the onnetion between

dephasing and the trae left in the bath by the parti-

le (�whih-way� detetion)? When does perturbation

theory fail qualitatively, what is the in�uene of non-

Marko�an behaviour? How does the dephasing rate de-

pend on the energy supplied by an external perturbation

(frequenies exited in linear response, bias voltage ap-

plied in a transport measurement)? What is the in�uene

of the Pauli priniple in a system of degenerate fermions?

How strong are the qualitative di�erenes in behaviour

resulting from di�erent bath spetra?

In this work, we will present a model that is able to

give insights into most of these questions.

Our model represents a kind of mesosopi double-slit

setup. It onsists of two single-level quantum dots whih

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0303397v1
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are tunnel-oupled to two leads, with a possible phase

di�erene between the two interfering paths (see Fig. 1).

Due to destrutive interferene (at ϕ = π), the tunneling
urrent may be suppressed ompletely, provided the two

dot-levels are degenerate and the setup is symmetri in

the two interfering paths. Coupling the dots to a bath

may partly destroy the phase oherene and re-enable

the eletrons to go through the setup. For a symmetri

setup, with equal oupling strength between the bath

and eah of the two dots, mere renormalization e�ets

will not be able to lift the destrutive interferene in this

way. Thus, a �nite tunneling urrent may be taken as a

genuine sign of dephasing. This riterion for dephasing

has been employed before in a model of dephasing due

to spin-�ip transitions in �rst-order tunneling transport

through one or two dots

11

, as well as for otunneling

through an Aharonov-Bohm ring oupled to a �utuating

magneti �ux

5

.

The in�uene of phonons on sequential tunneling

through two quantum dots in series has been stud-

ied experimentally in Ref. 12. There, inelasti tran-

sitions indued by piezoeletri oupling to aousti

phonons in GaAs have been essential for obtaining a

�nite urrent through the two o�-resonant dot levels.

This kind of setup has been analyzed theoretially in

Refs. 13,14,15,16,17,18,19. On the other hand, we will

be analyzing tunneling through two dots plaed in paral-

lel. Early theoretial investigations of this problem (with-

out a �utuating environment) inlude Refs. 20,21. Re-

ently, a parallel-dot tunneling setup has been realized

experimentally in Ref. 22, with an emphasis on spe-

trosopy of the �moleular states� of the double-dot sys-

tem (with inter-dot tunneling present). In our model

of an interferene setup, we hoose to desribe a sit-

uation without tunneling between the dots (but with

Coulomb-repulsion). In addition, we want to onen-

trate on interferene e�ets in the orbital motion and

therefore onsider the ase of spin-polarized transport.

This model - in the absene of a �utuating environment

- has been investigated previously in Ref. 23. Other

reent theoretial works onerning tunneling through

dots in a parallel geometry have mostly investigated spin

and Kondo physis

24,25,26

, but also dephasing by spin-

�ip transitions

11

. Some works have treated the in�u-

ene of phonons in tunneling interferene strutures

27,28

,

but no systemati disussion of dephasing and the visi-

bility of the interferene pattern has been given. Some

while ago, dephasing by nonequilibrium urrent noise has

been investigated experimentally

29

and theoretially

30

in

a setup with a single quantum-dot plaed into one arm

of an Aharonov-Bohm interferometer.

Our analysis of dephasing in sequential tunneling

through a double-dot will take into aount the system-

bath oupling exatly, while we treat the tunnel-oupling

only in leading order. The presene of the Fermi sea in

the leads introdues some aspets related to the Pauli

priniple and to the behaviour of systems with a ontin-

uous spetrum that annot be analyzed in simpler models

of dephasing in disrete systems oupled to a bath.

The work is organized as follows: After setting up the

model (Se. II), we will present a qualitative disussion

of its main features (III). In partiular, we will disuss

the relation between entanglement, dephasing and renor-

malization e�ets. Subsequently, we derive a general for-

mula for the tunneling deay rate of an eletron that has

been plaed on the two dots in a symmetri superposi-

tion of states (Se. IV). This is done by building on

the onepts of the P (E) theory of tunneling in a dissi-

pative environment

31,32

. Following this, we will evaluate

the dependene of the tunneling rate on the bias voltage

and the bath spetra (Se. V). We will interpret the

results in terms of �renormalization e�ets� and �true de-

phasing� (Se. VI). Building on these setions, we will

�nally derive a master equation for the ase of weak tun-

nel oupling (Se. VII), whih allows us to alulate the

sequential tunneling urrent as a funtion of bias voltage,

temperature, and phase di�erene (Se. VIII).

The most important results derived in this work are

the following: Equation (13) is the general expression for

the phase-dependent tunneling deay rate in presene of

the �utuating environment. It forms the basi input

for the master equation (Eqs. (56)-(58)), that desribes

sequential tunneling through the double-dot, where the

resulting urrent an be obtained from Eq. (60). The vis-

ibility of the interferene pattern, whih is de�ned by the

phase-dependene of the urrent, is given in Eq. (73). It

is onneted with the visibility obtained from the phase-

dependene of the tunneling rate itself (Eqs. (16), (17)).

II. THE MODEL

We onsider a Hamiltonian desribing two degenerate

single-level quantum dots, with respetive single-partile

states |+〉 and |−〉 (spin is exluded for simpliity, sine

we are interested in dephasing of the eletroni motion).

Eah of them is tunnel-oupled to two eletrodes (with

the same strength for both dots), but involving a possible

phase di�erene between the tunnel amplitudes (see Fig.

1). In addition, the potential di�erene between the two

dots is given by a �utuating �eld F̂ , whose dynamis is

derived from a linear bath. It represents the �utuations

due to phonons or Nyquist noise. The system-bath ou-

pling strength is taken to be the same for both dots, while

the sign is opposite, suh that the bath an distinguish

between an eletron being on dot |+〉 or |−〉:

Ĥ = ǫ(n̂+ + n̂−) + F̂ (n̂+ − n̂−) + Un̂+n̂− +

ĤL + ĤR + ĤB + V̂ (1)

Here n̂± are the partile numbers on the two dots

(equal to 0 or 1). The bath Hamiltonian ĤB desribes a

set of unoupled harmoni osillators. It governs the dy-

namis of the �utuating potential F̂ , whih is assumed

to be linear in the osillator oordinates. The oupling
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between eletron and bath is of the form of the �indepen-

dent boson model�

33

. For the ase of exatly one eletron

on the double-dot, and in the absene of tunneling, it or-

responds to a spin-boson model with �diagonal oupling�.

In this model, no transition between di�erent levels is

brought about by the bath, suh that pure dephasing re-

sults. U denotes the Coulomb repulsion energy, whih

we will take to be so large that double-oupany is for-

bidden. Note that the degeneray of the two dot-levels is

important in the following: It is neessary to ensure om-

plete destrutive interferene at ϕ = π (ompare also the

disussion in Se. VII).

The terms ĤL and ĤR ontain the energies of the ele-

trons in the left and right reservoirs:

ĤL(R) =
∑

k

ǫkâ
†

L(R)kâL(R)k . (2)

The tunneling between the dots and the leads is desribed

by V̂ = V̂L + V̂R, with

V̂R =
∑

k

tRk â
†
Rk(d̂+ + eiϕd̂−) + h.c. (3)

for the right juntion, and

V̂L =
∑

k

tLk â
†
Lk(d̂+ + d̂−) + h.c. (4)

for the left juntion.

Here d̂± are the annihilation operators for the two dots

(n̂± = d̂†±d̂±) and the phase-fator of eiϕ ontrols the in-

terferene between tunneling events along either the up-

per or lower path. The tunneling phase di�erene might

be thought of as arising due to the Aharonov-Bohm phase

from a magneti �ux penetrating the region between the

quantum dots.

Note that the tunneling matrix elements t
R(L)
k are as-

sumed not to depend on the dot state |+〉 or |−〉 in our

model. This means that the dots are lose enough suh

that they ouple to the same point on the lead eletrodes,

to within less than a Fermi wavelength. Obviously there

ould be no appreiable interferene e�et if the dots were

separated by some larger distane (in whih ase the k-
dependene of matrix elements would be di�erent for the

two states). The same idealized assumption underlies

several similar models (see, e.g., Refs. 11,23,26). The ef-

fet of an arbitrary dot separation has been disussed in

some detail in Ref. 21.

The present model, without the bath, has been ana-

lyzed previously in Ref. 23 (see also Se. IV.C of Ref. 11).

There, an orbital type of Kondo e�et was found in equi-

librium, for ϕ = π, when the level energy was below the

hemial potential. This arises beause at ϕ = π there

are two states of the double-dot that ouple only to the

left and the right lead, respetively (denoted by |e〉 and
|o〉 in the following). These degenerate states form the

pseudospin responsible for the Kondo e�et. However,

that mehanism will be irrelevant for our analysis, as

we onsider the transport situation where the (renormal-

ized) level energy lies between the hemial potentials of

the left and the right lead. Therefore, the degeneray is

e�etively lifted by the bias voltage (whih will be as-

sumed to be muh larger than the tunneling rate), and

only the state oupling to the left lead would be oupied

at ϕ = π.

III. QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION

In this and the following three setions, we �rst ana-

lyze the esape of a single eletron into the right lead,

where the eletron is assumed to start out in a symmet-

ri superposition of the two dot levels, whih has been

formed by an eletron tunneling onto the dots from the

left lead. In the situation without any bath, this is the

state |e〉 ≡ (|+〉+ |−〉)/
√
2.

Without dephasing, the tunneling deay out of state

|e〉 is made impossible in the ase of perfet destrutive

interferene at ϕ = π, while maximal onstrutive inter-

ferene is present for ϕ = 0. It should be noted that the

attribution of the phase fator to one of the tunnel ou-

plings represents a ertain hoie of gauge, whih a�ets

the wave funtions in the following disussion but none

of the physially observable quantities that are derived

as a result of the master equation in Setion VII.

For simpliity, we will assume a zero-temperature sit-

uation throughout the following qualitative disussion,

with a bias eV > 0 applied between the two dots and the

lead in suh a way that the eletron is allowed to tun-

nel into the lead (see Fig. 2). In addition, sine we will

desribe the tunneling deay to the right, we will only

onsider the oupling V̂R to the right lead in this setion

and drop the index R for now.

Without the bath and for perfet onstrutive interfer-

ene (ϕ = 0), the tunneling deay rate Γ will take on its

maximum value of 2Γ0, with

Γ0 ≡ 2πD
〈

|tk|2
〉

, (5)

where D is the lead density of states at the Fermi en-

ergy,

〈

|tk|2
〉

is the angular average of |tk|2 at this energy.
The bias voltage V does not enter in this ase, as long as

it is positive (permitting deay). For ϕ = π, Γ vanishes

due to perfet destrutive interferene. In general, we

have:

Γ = Γ0(1 + cosϕ) . (6)

If the bath is inluded in the desription, the following

happens:

First of all, the energy of a single extra eletron on any

of the two dots will be renormalized from its initial value
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Figure 2: The ground state |χ+〉 (|χ−〉) whih the bath as-

sumes in the presene of an eletron on dot |+〉 (|−〉), shown
shematially for a single bath osillator (see main text). Af-

ter the eletron has tunneled into the lead, |χ−〉 beomes a

superposition of exited states (dashed), while the state |χ0〉
represents the ground state of the bath in the new potential.

of ǫ, sine the bath relaxes to a ground state of lower en-

ergy in presene of the eletron. We will assume that the

value of ǫ has been hosen exatly to ompensate for this

energy hange, whih is given by −
∫∞

0 dω
〈

F̂ F̂
〉

ω
/ω

(see App. A). Then, the energy of an eletron on the

dot (and the bath in its new ground state) is the same

as that of the eletron being in the lead, at the Fermi

energy of ǫF ≡ 0 (for V = 0).
Tunneling of an eletron from the dots to the lead will

not hange the bath state, but it will displae the origin

of the harmoni osillators omprising the bath, sine

the oupling to F̂ is swithed o� (n̂+ − n̂− hanges to

zero). Therefore, the original ground state of the bath

(in presene of the eletron) will beome a superposition

of exited states in the new bath potential (in absene

of the eletron; see Fig. 2). On the other hand, sine

energy onservation has to be ful�lled with respet to

the total energy of the eletrons and the bath before

and after the tunneling event, only those exited bath

states an be reahed whose energies are not greater than

eV , the energy supplied to the eletron by the bias volt-

age. This leads to the Coulomb-blokade type suppres-

sion of the tunneling rate at low bias voltages, for ϕ = 0.
Physially, this e�et is just the same as that desribed

by Frank-Condon overlap integrals evaluated between

vibroni states for eletroni transitions in moleules.

Qualitatively, this e�et is independent of the interfer-

ene setup, sine it already ours for tunneling through

a single dot oupled to a bath.

In ontrast, for the ase of destrutive interferene

(ϕ = π), the bath may atually enhane the tunneling

rate from its initial value of 0, sine it partly destroys

the phase oherene that is a presupposition for perfet

interferene. An eletron oming from the left lead will

form the following entangled state with the bath, instead

of the symmetri superposition |e〉 = (|+〉+ |−〉)/
√
2:

(|+〉 |χ+〉+ |−〉 |χ−〉)/
√
2 . (7)

Here the states |χ±〉 denote the respetive ground

states of the bath for a bath Hamiltonian given by

ĤB ± F̂ , whih are related to eah other by a parity

transformation (This also means we assume by de�ni-

tion there to be no phase fator between these states;

e.g. both may be assumed to have real-valued positive

wave funtions). Atually, the entangled state onsidered

here will be formed only if the eletron is given barely

enough energy to enter the double-dot at all (i.e. hem-

ial potential of the left lead in�nitesimally larger than

the renormalized level position). Otherwise, exited bath

states may be reated even at this step. These omplia-

tions will be taken are of in the omplete disussion of

the sequential tunneling urrent (Setion VII). There, it

will turn out that the tunneling deay rate derived in the

following, based on our physially motivated ansatz (7),

is exatly the rate that enters the full master equation.

Thus, we proeed with the ansatz (7) for the initial en-

tangled state, in order to alulate the rate for suh an

eletron to tunnel into the right lead.

The bath measures (to some extent) whih dot the

eletron resides on, suh that the redued system den-

sity matrix (for the eletron on the two dots) beomes

mixed and its o�-diagonal elements get suppressed by

the overlap fator 〈χ+|χ−〉. Put di�erently, the phase

fator between the two dot states in the wave funtion

of the eletron (initially equal to +1) beomes unertain.

Therefore, there is a �nite probability of

Po = (1− 〈χ+|χ−〉)/2 (8)

to �nd the eletron in the antisymmetri (odd) state

|o〉 ≡ (|+〉 − |−〉)/
√
2. At ϕ = π, where tunneling de-

ay of the symmetri superposition |e〉 is bloked due to

destrutive interferene, the state |o〉 is allowed to deay

into the lead, at the maximal rate of 2Γ0. In this way,

the interferene-indued blokade of eletron tunneling is

lifted by dephasing.

However, this simple piture is true only for large

bias voltages, when energy onservation permits any �-

nal state of the bath after the tunneling event. If the

maximum energy supplied to the eletron is limited, the

suppression disussed above (for the ase of ϕ = 0) will
apply again. In partiular, if the bias voltage is turned

to zero, energy onservation only allows the state |χ0〉 to
be reahed, whih is the ground state of the bath in the

absene of any eletrons on the dots. Then, the tunnel-

ing rate is exatly zero again, despite the fat that the

redued density matrix of the eletron may be mixed to

a strong extent. The reason is the following: When the

overlap of the entangled state (7) with the state |χ0〉 is
taken, the two overlap fators 〈χ0|χ+〉 and 〈χ0|χ−〉 turn
out to be the same, if the oupling of the bath to the

two dots is symmetri (i.e. of equal strength, only of
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opposite sign), whih we have assumed in writing down

the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1). Therefore, the eletroni state

resulting from the projetion of (7) onto |χ0〉 is equal

to the symmetri ombination, whose deay is forbidden.

Thus, the ombination of energy onservation and Pauli

bloking prevents a �nite tunneling rate at zero bias volt-

age, in spite of the mixed state of the eletron oupled

to the bath. In this limit the entanglement between ele-

tron and bath only leads to renormalization e�ets (suh

as the hange in tunneling rate), but not to genuine de-

phasing. If the oupling were asymmetri, then destru-

tive interferene ould be lost even without dephasing

(merely due to renormalization), just as it would be the

ase for initially asymmetri bare tunnel ouplings. That

is why the asymmetri ase is uninteresting for our pur-

poses of distinguishing renormalization e�ets from real

dephasing.

However, whether we are indeed able to laim that de-

phasing atually vanishes in the limit of low bias voltages

will depend on the behaviour of the tunneling rate as a

funtion of V and on the omparison of the ases ϕ = 0
and ϕ = π. Here, the bath spetrum, and, above all,

its low-frequeny properties, enter. In order to be able

to disuss Γ(V, ϕ) quantitatively, we will make use of the

onepts of the P (E) theory of tunneling in a dissipative

environment.

IV. DECAY RATE AND CONNECTION TO

P (E) THEORY

The tunneling rate Γ will be alulated using the stan-

dard Fermi Golden Rule, i.e. lowest order perturbation

theory in the bare tunneling rate Γ0, but taking into a-

ount exatly the bath oupling. In deriving the formula

for Γ, it turns out to be useful to assume that the bath

osillators do not get shifted in the tunneling event (un-

like the qualitative onsiderations from above), but it is

rather the bath states whih get displaed (in the op-

posite diretion). Obviously, this amounts to the same,

as long as we are interested only in overlap integrals of

di�erent bath states after the event. To that end, we in-

trodue the displaement operator exp(iφ̂), whih trans-

forms the bath ground state of ĤB into that of ĤB + F̂ .

Here φ̂ is a suitable hermitian operator that is linear in

the bosoni variables of the bath. In fat, this amounts to

performing the anonial transformation of the indepen-

dent boson model

33

, see Appendix A. In terms of the two

dot states + and −, we have F̂+ = F̂ and F̂− = −F̂ , as

well as φ̂+ = φ̂ and φ̂− = −φ̂. The transformation elim-

inates the system-bath oupling from the Hamiltonian,

but gives rise to modi�ed dot operators d̂′± = e±iφ̂d̂± in

the transformed tunnel Hamiltonian V̂ ′
R (see Eq. (A7)).

We will assume the tunnel-oupling to be su�iently

weak, suh that we an use lowest-order perturbation the-

ory to alulate the tunneling deay rate:

Γ = 2π
∑

f

∣

∣

∣

〈

f |V̂ ′
R|i

〉
∣

∣

∣

2

δ(Ef − Ei) , (9)

where the initial state |i〉 is given by the on�guration

involving the eletron residing in the symmetri superpo-

sition on the dots, the unperturbed Fermi sea in the lead

and the bath in its ground state |iB〉. The bath ground

state has beome independent of the position of the ele-

tron, due to the above-mentioned transformation. At

�nite temperatures, an additional thermal average over

the initial bath state and the initial state of the eletrons

in the lead has to be performed. The energies and eigen-

states refer to the Hamiltonian without tunnel oupling.

Applying the new tunneling Hamiltonian V̂ ′
R to the initial

state, we obtain the following expression:

Γ = π
∑

k,fB

|tk|2 (1− f(ǫk + eV ))×

∣

∣

∣

〈

fB|e+iφ̂ + eiϕe−iφ̂|iB
〉
∣

∣

∣

2

δ(EB
f − EB

i + ǫk) , (10)

Here f(·) is the Fermi funtion (for hemial potential

equal to zero), and EB
f,i are the energies of the initial

and �nal bath states. The energy supplied to the bath

is equal to the energy lost by the eletron (given by −ǫk,
sine the renormalized dot energy is zero). Following the

usual derivation of the P (E) theory31,32, we express the
energy-onserving δ funtion as an integral over time and

also replae the sum over lead states k by an integral over
the energy E = −ǫk supplied to the bath, �nally yielding:

Γ = Γ0

∫ +∞

−∞

dE(1− f(−E + eV ))

∫ +∞

−∞

dt

2π
eiEt×

1

2

〈

(e−iφ̂(t) + e−iϕeiφ̂(t))(eiφ̂ + eiϕe−iφ̂)
〉

(11)

For the ase of arbitrary temperature, the brakets de-

note a thermal average over the initial bath state |iB〉.
We introdue the de�nitions:

P(−)(E) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞

dt eiEt e±〈φ̂(t)φ̂〉−〈φ̂2〉 . (12)

This permits us to write down our �nal result for the

tunneling deay rate in terms of P(−)(E):

Γ = Γ0

∫ +∞

−∞

dE (1−f(−E+eV )) (P (E)+cos(ϕ)P−(E))

(13)

The formula given here onstitutes the basi expres-

sion for the deay rate as a funtion of bias voltage and

interferene phase ϕ. It represents the appropriate mod-

i�ation of Eq. (6) in presene of a bath.
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Note that for the slightly more general ase of arbitrar-

ily orrelated �utuating potentials F̂+ and F̂− attahed

to the dots (i.e. an interation of the form F̂+n̂++F̂−n̂−),

the funtion P−(E) would ontain the ross-orrelator of

the assoiated phases φ̂+ and φ̂−, while P (E) would de-

pend on the autoorrelator of φ̂+ or φ̂− (assumed to be

the same, for the setup to remain symmetri). In on-

trast to the model treated here, suh an interation would

also involve �utuations of the sum of energies of the dot-

levels. However, they would only add to the renormaliza-

tion e�ets mentioned previously and do not ontribute

to dephasing by themselves, sine suh �utuations an-

not distinguish between the two interfering paths.

By using the de�nitions

γ(−) ≡ Γ0

∫

dE (1− f(−E + eV ))P(−)(E) , (14)

we an write

Γ = γ + cos(ϕ)γ− . (15)

The strength of the dependene of Γ on the phase ϕ
may be taken as a signature of phase oherene in our

model. We de�ne the �visibility� of the interferene pat-

tern in the usual way, by

υ ≡ (Γmax − Γmin)/(Γmax + Γmin), (16)

whih is equal to the ratio

υ =
γ−
γ

. (17)

The visibility υ will be 1 whenever the destrutive in-

terferene is perfet, and it is zero if there is no depen-

dene of Γ on ϕ.
The e�ets of the bath on the deay rate are enoded in

the funtions P (E) and P−(E), whose general properties
we will disuss now. In the next setion, we will evaluate

them for di�erent types of bath spetra.

As usual, the funtion P (E) desribes the probability
(density) that an eletron will emit the energy E into the

bath while tunneling into the lead. It is real, nonnegative

and normalized to unity

31,32

.

At large times |t| → ∞, the orrelation funtion

〈

φ̂(t)φ̂
〉

in the exponent of the integral (12) will de-

ay towards zero, for a ontinuous bath spetrum. This

means that the integrand of P (E) approahes the value

of z ≡ exp(−
〈

φ̂2
〉

), starting from 1 at t = 0. There-

fore, P (E) ontains a �quasipartile δ peak� of strength

z at E = 0, if z does not vanish. It orresponds to the

probability z of having no energy transfer at all from the

eletron to the bath (similar to the reoil-free emission of

a γ ray by a nuleus inside a rystal, i.e. the Mössbauer

e�et).

The funtion P−(E) in front of the cos(ϕ) term in Eq.

(13) is di�erent: The integrand of P−(E) will inrease

at large times, towards the value of z, starting from z2

at t = 0. The funtion P−(E) is real-valued (beause

of

〈

φ̂(t)φ̂
〉

=
〈

φ̂φ̂(t)
〉∗

), but it an beome negative.

Therefore, it annot be interpreted as a probability den-

sity, in ontrast to P (E). Its normalization is given by:

∫

dE P−(E) = z2 . (18)

If z is nonzero, P−(E) also has a δ peak at E = 0, of
weight z, just as P (E). As a onsequene, in the ase of

destrutive interferene (ϕ = π), the tunneling rate Γ at

V → 0, T = 0 still vanishes even in the presene of the

bath, sine the δ peaks ontained in P (E) and P−(E)
anel exatly in the integral (13). The physial reason

for this oherene has been disussed at the end of the

previous setion.

In the ase of onstrutive interferene (ϕ = 0), at T =
0 and for V → 0, the integration over E will only apture

the δ peaks ontained in P(−)(E), yielding Γ = 2zΓ0.

Thus, the tunneling rate is suppressed by the onstant

fator z from its noninterating value. However, this may

be interpreted as a mere renormalization of the e�etive

tunnel oupling, sine the visibility υ of the interferene

pattern is still equal to unity. In order to onnet this

result to the qualitative disussion from above, we note

that the overlap of the two di�erent bath ground states

that are adapted to the absene or presene of an eletron

on dot ±, is given by:

〈χ0|χ±〉 =
〈

χ0

∣

∣

∣
e±iφ̂

∣

∣

∣
χ0

〉

= exp(−
〈

φ̂2
〉

/2) = z1/2 ,

(19)

Therefore, the magnitude squared of this overlap, that

determines the probability of tunneling without exiting

any bath mode, is equal to z.
On the other hand, for su�iently large bias voltages

(muh larger than the uto� frequeny of the bath spe-

trum), the normalization onditions for P(−)(E) yield

Γ = Γ0(1 + z2 cos(ϕ)) . (20)

The visibility is given by υ = z2. In this limiting ase,

where the restritions due to energy onservation and the

Pauli priniple are no longer important, the tunneling

rate Γ at the point ϕ = π of destrutive interferene

does not vanish. It takes the value Γ0(1 − z2), whih is

small if the e�ets of the bath are weak (z near to 1) and
is equal to one half the ideal maximum value 2Γ0 for a

bath that is su�iently strong to destroy phase oherene

ompletely (z = 0), leading to an inoherent mixture of

symmetri and antisymmetri states on the two dots. In

the latter ase, the visibility vanishes (even for arbitrary

voltages), sine then P−(E) is equal to zero, whih makes
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Γ independent of ϕ. This will be true for the Ohmi bath,

to be disussed in the next setion.

As explained above, the redued density matrix of the

eletron on the dots oupled to the bath predits a �nite

probability of Po = (1 − 〈χ+|χ−〉)/2 to �nd the eletron

in the antisymmetri state if one starts out from the sym-

metri superposition before oupling it to the bath. The

overlap fator of the bath states involved in this proba-

bility an be expressed as

〈χ+|χ−〉 =
〈

χ0|(e−iφ̂)2|χ0

〉

= z2 . (21)

Comparing with the result Γ(ϕ = π) = Γ0(1−z2) given
above, it may be observed that the deay rate at su�-

iently large bias voltages is indeed determined diretly

by the probability to �nd the eletron in the state whose

deay is not forbidden by destrutive interferene (as has

been argued already at the end of the previous setion,

near Eq. (8)). It is only in this limiting ase, where

an arbitrary amount of energy is available for exitation

of the bath, that the suppression of interferene e�ets

in the transport situation is orretly dedued from the

eletron's redued density matrix in the presene of the

bath. Formally, this holds beause the sum over �nal

bath states fB in Eq. (10) is not restrited any more and

orresponds to the insertion of a omplete set of basis

states. Thus, one obtains, diretly from Eq. (10):

Γ =
Γ0

2

〈

χ+ + e−iϕχ−|χ+ + eiϕχ−

〉

, (22)

whih redues to Eq. (20) when the overlaps are eval-

uated, using Eq. (21). Physially, the ase of high bias

voltage orresponds to a kind of in�nitely fast von Neu-

mann projetion measurement that determines the state

of the eletron, revealing the �utuations due to the bath.

In ontrast, at low bias voltages (low energy supply), a

kind of �weak� measurement is arried out that takes a

longer amount of time, suh that only the low-frequeny

�utuations of the bath are important for dephasing.

V. EVALUATION FOR DIFFERENT BATH

SPECTRA

We will restrit the disussion to T = 0 at �rst.

The simplest example for the bath is a single harmoni

osillator of frequeny ω. This o�ers an approximate de-

sription of the interation with optial phonon modes

(�Einstein model�). In this ase, P (E) and P−(E) an be

obtained easily by expanding the exponential in a Taylor

series and using

〈

φ̂(t)φ̂
〉

=
〈

φ̂2
〉

exp(−iωt), before the

integration over time is performed. For P (E), the result-
ing series of δ peaks at harmonis of ω orresponds to

all possible proesses where the eletron emits any num-

ber n of phonons into the bath while tunneling into the

lead. The expression for P−(E) is the same, apart from

alternating signs in front of the δ funtions:

P(−)(E) = z

∞
∑

n=0

〈

±φ̂2
〉n

n!
δ(E − nω) . (23)

Thus, every proess involving the transfer of an even

number of quanta to the bath will not ruin the destrutive

interferene at ϕ = π, sine the orresponding ontribu-

tions from P (E) and P−(E) anel in Eq. (13). This

is beause the oupling between eletron and bath is of

the type (n̂+ − n̂−)F̂ , whih gives a di�erent sign of the

interation amplitude for a phonon emission proess, de-

pending on the dot. Therefore, the amplitude of emission

of an even number of phonons will not depend on the dot,

it is insensitive to the state of the eletron, and the am-

plitudes of the eletron tunneling from |+〉 and |−〉 will
still interfere destrutively.

In ontrast, emission proesses involving an odd num-

ber of quanta introdue a negative sign for an eletron

starting in state |−〉, �deteting� the path (or rather, the

initial state) of the eletron and interfering onstrutively

with the proesses from |+〉. This lifts the destrutive in-
terferene and makes Γ 6= 0 at ϕ = π. However, below

the frequeny ω of the osillator, destrutive interferene

at ϕ = π is still perfet sine no quantum an be emitted,

while the magnitude of Γ at ϕ = 0 is renormalized by the

fator z, as has been disussed above in general for the

limiting ase V → 0. The same holds true for any bath

with a �nite exitation gap, at T = 0. This is shown in

Figs. 4 and 5, to be disussed in the next setion.

We now pass on to arbitrary bath spetra. At �rst,

we will over the ase z 6= 0 (�weak baths�), when we

an apply perturbation theory to disuss the behaviour

of P(−)(E) at low energy transfers E (and, onsequently,

that of Γ at low voltages). A Taylor-expansion of the

exponent in Eq. (12) yields:

P(−)(E) =
z

2π

∞
∑

n=0

1

n!

∫ +∞

−∞

dt eiEt
[

±
〈

φ̂(t)φ̂
〉]n

= z
∞
∑

n=0

(±1)n

n!
(
〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ω
∗ . . . ∗

〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ω
)(E) (24)

The repeated onvolution produt ontains n times the

orrelator

〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ω
, for n = 0 it is to equal δ(E), and the

negative sign holds for P−(E).
For the following disussion, we presribe the spetrum

of the �utuating potential F̂ to be a power-law in fre-

queny ω (at T = 0), with exponent s:

〈

F̂ F̂
〉T=0

ω
= 2αωc

(

ω

ωc

)s

θ(ωc − ω)θ(ω), (25)

The dimensionless parameter α haraterizes the bath

strength. In order to be able to rely on perturbation
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theory, we have to ensure z > 0. Sine

〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ω
=

〈

F̂ F̂
〉

ω
/ω2

, the variane of the �utuating phase,

〈

φ̂2
〉

,

will be �nite only for s > 1 (at T = 0, otherwise s > 2).
In that ase, we have z = exp(−2α/(s− 1)). This means

the perturbative analysis presented above is restrited to

a super-Ohmi bath, s > 1. The ase of the Ohmi bath

will be disussed separately further below.

After keeping only terms up to seond order in the

expansion of P(−)(E) given in Eq. (24), we get

P (E)+P−(E) = z(2δ(E)+ (
〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ω
∗
〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ω
)(E)+ . . .) ,

(26)

for the symmetri ombination, that will determine the

prefator of 1 + cos(ϕ) in the expression for Γ, Eq. (13),
and

P (E)− P−(E) = 2z
〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

E
+ . . . (27)

for the antisymmetri ombination (determining the

prefator of 1 − cos(ϕ)). Inserting these into (13), using

the power law for

〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ω
=

〈

F̂ F̂
〉

ω
/ω2

given by (25),

and performing the energy integrals, we �nd, for su�-

iently low voltages (2α(eV/ωc)
s−1 ≪ s− 1):

Γ ≈ Γ0

2
z{(1 + cos(ϕ))(1 +

α2Cs

(s− 1)

(

eV

ωc

)2(s−1)

)+

(1− cos(ϕ))
2α

s − 1

(

eV

ωc

)s−1

} . (28)

The numerial prefator Cs is de�ned as

∫ 1

0
(y(1 −

y))s−2dy.
From Eq. (28), we see that the destrutive interferene

at ϕ = π is perfet at V = 0, but gets lifted when inreas-

ing the bias voltage, with a power V s−1
. In ontrast, the

deay rate Γ at ϕ = 0 starts out from the onstant value

of 2zΓ0 and grows as V 2(s−1)
. Therefore, the visibility υ

starts out at 1 for V = 0 but dereases as:

υ ≈ 1− 4α

s− 1

(

eV

ωc

)s−1

. (29)

For s ↓ 1, the range in bias voltage V where these ap-

proximate expressions hold shrinks to zero (at onstant

α and ωc). At s = 1, i.e. for the Ohmi bath, the prob-

ability z of not emitting energy into the bath vanishes

ompletely. As disussed above, this means that there

is no ϕ-dependene at all in Γ, and, onsequently, the
visibility is zero at all bias voltages. Furthermore, the

tunneling rate vanishes for eV → 0, even at ϕ = 0.
This is the well-known Coulomb-blokade type of be-

haviour for tunneling in presene of Ohmi dissipation

34

.

At higher bias voltages, the blokade is removed and Γ

grows towards Γ0. The growth at low voltages is deter-

mined by the power-law behaviour of P (E), whih rises

as cω−2α
c E2α−1

, where the exponent is determined by the

bath-strength rather than the exponent s = 1 of the bath
spetrum. The dimensionless prefator c must be found
from the normalization ondition for P (E) and depends

only on α (and the type of uto� in the bath spetrum).

Therefore, in the ase of the Ohmi bath we have, at low

V and T = 0:

Γ(V ) = Γ0
c

2α

(

eV

ωc

)2α

. (30)

Finally, we brie�y disuss the ase of �nite tempera-

tures, T > 0.

In that ase, the variane of φ̂ is given by

〈

φ̂2
〉

=

∫ ∞

0

dω
〈

φ̂φ̂
〉(T=0)

ω
coth

( ω

2T

)

, (31)

whih yields

〈

φ̂2
〉

≈
〈

φ̂2
〉(T=0)

+ 4α

(

T

ωc

)s−1 ∫ ∞

0

ys−2

ey − 1
dy . (32)

The approximation of extending the integral to in�nity

holds for temperatures muh smaller than the bath ut-

o� ωc. This formula gives the temperature-dependene

of the renormalization fator z = exp
(

−
〈

φ̂2
〉)

. The

seond integral diverges for s ≤ 2, beause z = 0 for

these ases, in ontrast to T = 0 where z = 0 only for

s ≤ 1. Again, this results in omplete absene of the

interferene e�et in the tunneling rate Γ(V, ϕ) (beause
P−(E) vanishes). It may seem surprising that an in-

�nitesimally small temperature an yield suh a drasti

qualitative hange (for 1 < s ≤ 2), ompared to the

zero-temperature ase, sine the di�erene should be ob-

servable only at very large times t ≫ 1/T . However, it

must be remembered that our analysis is arried out for

the limit Γ0 → 0, where the average deay time of the

given state is ini�nitely large. In other words, the limits

T → 0 and Γ0 → 0 do not ommute for suh relatively

strong baths. At �nite Γ0, the transition from one to the

other ase should turn out to be smooth, but this goes

beyond the present analysis.

Apart from the hange in z with temperature, there

are two other important di�erenes to the ase T = 0:
First of all, even at V → 0 the eletron may emit energy

into the bath, due to the thermal smearing of the Fermi

surfae in the lead (lifting of Pauli bloking). Seondly,

it may now also absorb some energy during the tunneling

proess. Both fats will, in general, lead to a �nite tun-

neling deay rate at ϕ = π, V → 0 for any bath, where,

at T = 0, the rate had vanished in any ase.

We an approximate the visibility υ at V → 0 and �-

nite T by using the expansion (24). Inserting the result-

ing expressions for γ(−) (14) into υ = γ−/γ, we obtain
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υ(T, V → 0) ≈ 1− 4

∫

dǫ
〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ǫ
f(ǫ) . (33)

We evaluate the integral for a power-law bath spetrum

in the limit T ≪ ωc:

∫

dǫ
〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ǫ
f(ǫ) =

=

∫ ∞

0

dǫ

〈

φ̂φ̂
〉T=0

ǫ

sinh(βǫ)

≈ 2αω1−s
c

∫ ∞

0

dǫ
ǫs−2

sinh(βǫ)
. (34)

This yields:

1−υ(T, V → 0) ≈ 32α

(

T

ωc

)s−1

(
1

2
−2−s)Γ(s−1)ζ(s−1) ,

(35)

where Γ is the Euler gamma funtion, and ζ the Rie-

mann zeta funtion. Therefore, the derease of the vis-

ibility with inreasing temperature T (and V → 0) is

governed by the same power-law as that for inreasing

bias voltage V at T = 0, see Eq. (29).

VI. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The following disussion relates to the results obtained

for T = 0, that are plotted in the �gures.

In Fig. 3, several di�erent types of bath spetra

〈

F̂ F̂
〉

E
are shown. Cases (a),(b),(d) and (e) are power-

laws of the form given in Eq. (25), for a uto� fre-

queny of ωc = 1. The last two (d,e) are of Ohmi

type (s = 1, z = 0), whih orresponds physially to

gate voltage �utuations due to Nyquist noise. Case

() represents a bath with an exitation gap (for exam-

ple optial phonons), with a spetrum given by an in-

verted parabola. In the limit of in�nitely small spetral

bandwidth, it would orrespond to the single harmoni

osillator (Einstein mode) disussed above. Case (b),

with a bath spetrum rising as ω3
, orresponds to the

experimentally relevant ase of piezoeletri oupling to

aousti phonons, whih was determined to be the ma-

jor inelasti mehanism in the experiments of Ref. 12 on

double-dots in GaAs (see Ref. 16 for a theoretial anal-

ysis deriving this spetrum for wavelengths larger than

the dot distane). The spetra for the �rst three ases

(a,b,) have been hosen to give the same renormaliza-

tion fator, z = 1/e. The same �gure shows the resulting

funtions P (E) and P−(E). These have been obtained

using the integral equation desribed in Refs. 31,35. We

reall that the low-energy behaviour of P (E) is given by

〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

E
=

〈

F̂ F̂
〉

E
/E2

for the ases with z 6= 0, where

P
(E

)
P

-(E
)

〈F
F

〉(
E

)

E

a b c d e

0

0

0

Figure 3: The bath spetrum

〈

F̂ F̂
〉

E
(bottom) and the re-

sulting funtions P (E) (top) and P−(E) (middle), plotted vs.

energy E, for di�erent baths. Energies are measured in units

of the �bath uto�� ωc. Energy axis is the same in all panels

(starting at E = 0, horizontal tik distane: 1); vertial tik
distane in all panels is 0.5. a: s = 1.5, α = 0.25; b: �aousti
phonons�, s = 3, α = 1; : �optial phonons�, Bath with gap;

d : s = 1, α = 0.25; e: s = 1, α = 0.75 (d,e are �Ohmi� baths

of di�erent strength, z = 0)

0 1 2 3 4 5
eV/ωc

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Γ(
V

)/
2Γ

0

a b c

d e

z

(1+z
2
)/2

eV

Figure 4: Deay rate Γ as a funtion of bias voltage V for the

ase of onstrutive interferene (ϕ = 0), at T = 0. Curves

orrespond to di�erent bath spetra shown in Fig. 3. Dashed

lines orrespond to approximation Eq. (28). The initial

Coulomb-blokade type suppression to a value of Γ/2Γ0 = z
(z = 0 for the Ohmi bath d,e) is lifted with inreasing bias

voltage, saturating at Γ/2Γ0 = (1 + z2)/2. Inset depits en-

ergy diagram with de�nition of bias voltage for this situation.
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0 1 2 3 4 5
eV/ωc

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
Γ(

V
)/

2Γ
0

a b

c

d
e

(1-z
2
)/2

Figure 5: Deay rate Γ(V ) for the ase of destrutive interfer-

ene (ϕ = π), at T = 0. Dashed lines refer to Eq. (28). Due

to dephasing, the deay rate beomes �nite at �nite voltages,

saturating at Γ/2Γ0 = (1− z2)/2. For the Ohmi bath (d,e)

the dependene is exatly equal to that for ϕ = 0 (Fig. 4).

0 1 2 3 4 5
eV/ωc

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

υ(
V

) 0 π 2π
ϕ

0

0.5

1

Γ/
2Γ

0

a

b
c

υ=1

υ<1

Figure 6: Visibility υ = (Γϕ=0 − Γϕ=π)/(Γϕ=0 + Γϕ=π) as a
funtion of bias voltage V for di�erent bath spetra (see Fig.

3). For the Ohmi bath (ases d,e) υ ≡ 0. Dashed lines or-

respond to Eq. (29). Inset illustrates hange in interferene

pattern Γ(ϕ) upon swithing on the interation with the bath.

perturbation theory may be applied. In ase (), the al-

ternating signs of the di�erent ontributions to P−(E)
may be observed, whose physial meaning has been ex-

plained above for the limiting ase of the harmoni osil-

lator.

We now brie�y mention some numerial estimates for

the bath strengths as they may our in experimental

situations.

In GaAs, the lak of inversion symmetry leads to

piezoeletri �elds proportional to the lattie deforma-

tion, whose e�et on eletrons at low frequenies is muh

stronger than that of the usual deformation potential

(where it is only the potential that is proportional to

the deformation). For the piezoeletri oupling

36

to

aousti phonons in GaAs, one �nds (ompare Ref. 16)

〈

φ̂φ̂
〉T=0

ω
= W ω/(cs/d)

2
for ω ≪ cs/d, where cs ≈

5 · 103m/s is an estimate for the average veloity of

longitudinal sound waves in GaAs, and d denotes the

distane between the quantum dots. We obtain W =
const ·(eh14/4π)

2/(~ρc3s), where eh14 = 1.4 eV/nm is the

single piezo-eletri modulus in the ubi Td struture of

GaAs and ρ = 5.3 · 103 kg/m3
the mass density. The

numerial onstant is of order 1 and aounts for the de-

tails of the sound wave dispersion relation as well as the

orientation of the rystal axes with respet to the vetor

separating the quantum dots. Inserting these values, W
is found to be on the order of 0.01. In order to obtain

the renormalization fator z, the spetrum
〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ω
must

be integrated over all frequenies (see above), i.e. up

to the uto� frequeny ωc. The e�etive uto� frequeny

ωc ∝ cs/d0 is determined by the extent d0 of the dot wave
funtions (for d0 = 100nm one obtains ωc ∼ 50GHz).
Given the present values, and assuming d0 ≈ d, this leads

to estimates for

∫

〈

φ̂φ̂
〉

ω
dω on the order of 0.01, yield-

ing z = exp(−
〈

φ̂2
〉

) near 1. Note that the distane d

between the dots anels in the estimate for z, as long as
the uto� frequeny is assumed to be given by ωc ∝ cs/d.
However, as ωc might be onsiderably larger than cs/d
(if d0 ≪ d), one ould also obtain a z that deviates more

strongly from unity.

For the Ohmi bath, we may imagine the quantum

dots plaed inside a apaitor C onneted to a iruit

of resistane R, suh that the potential di�erene 2F̂ be-

tween the dots would be given by the �utuating volt-

age drop aross the apaitor. This leads to a bath

spetrum

〈

F̂ F̂
〉T=0

ω
= π(R/RQ)~

2ω/(1+(RCω)2), with

RQ = h/e2 the quantum of resistane. Therefore, the di-

mensionless oupling onstant α introdued above would

be equal to α = (π/2)R/RQ, whih an have values both

larger and smaller than 1.
Finally, for optial phonons, we use the Fröhlih in-

teration Hamiltonian (Ref. 33) with a dimensionless

Fröhlih oupling onstant of α = 0.07 (GaAs) to obtain

the rough estimate

〈

F̂ F̂
〉T=0

ω
= δ(ω − ωLO) · (1meV )2 ·

(100nm/d0), with ωLO ≈ 5 · 1013Hz. This yields a z
deviating from unity by about 10−3

.

However, in the plots we have hosen z = 1/e for illus-
trative purposes.

The resulting behaviour of Γ(ϕ, V ) at T = 0, alu-
lated from Eq. (13), is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In the

ase of onstrutive interferene (ϕ = 0, Fig. 4), the
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deay rate for the �weak baths� (a,b,) starts out from

Γ/2Γ0 = z at V = 0 and goes to Γ/2Γ0 = (1 + z2)/2 at

eV/ωc ≫ 1. The initial deviation from the onstant value

of z at low voltages is given by the power-law V 2(s−1)
on-

tained in Eq. (28). In ontrast, the deay rate for the

Ohmi bath (d,e) starts at Γ = 0, rising with a power-

law and saturating at a value of Γ/2Γ0 = 1/2, orre-
sponding to an equal admixture of odd and even states

in the redued density matrix of the eletron oupled to

the bath. For destrutive interferene (ϕ = π, Fig. 5),

the behaviour of (a) and (b) at low voltages is given by

V s−1
(see Eq. (28)), while the deay rate of the Ohmi

bath (d,e) remains the same as that for ϕ = 0. In the

speial ase () of the gapped bath, we observe perfet

destrutive interferene up to the exitation threshold of

the bath at eV = ωc, where Γ(ϕ = π, V ) inreases in a

stepwise manner for the �rst time, with the next inrease

at eV = 3ωc. Note that, on the other hand, Γ(ϕ = 0, V )
inreases at even multiples of the exitation gap. The

di�erene omes about beause it is only the emission of

an odd number of phonons into the bath that reveals the

loation of the eletron, as disussed above. This feature

would be absent if the two dots were oupled to two inde-

pendent baths, whereas the other qualitative properties

would remain the same.

From the deay rates at ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π, we may al-

ulate the visibility υ of the �interferene pattern� that

is de�ned by the dependene of Γ on ϕ. The result is

shown in Fig. 6. As we have noted before, the visibility

is always zero for the Ohmi bath. On the other hand,

for the �weak baths�, it is perfet (equal to 1) at V → 0,
due to the perfet destrutive interferene, regardless of

the suppression fator z appearing in Γ(ϕ = 0). In gen-

eral, the visibility dereases towards higher bias voltages

before saturating at the limiting value of z2. However,

in ontrast to intuitive expetation, the derease may be

nonmonotonous, i.e. the visibility of the interferene ef-

fet may atually be enhaned by inreasing the supply

of energy available to the eletron, although the deay

rate Γ always inreases monotonously at any V . This

is partiularly striking in ase (), where the visibility

drops down to zero in a ertain range before rising again.

The derease down to the exat value of 0 is related to

the speial hoie of

〈

φ̂2
〉

= 1 (z = 1/e), whih gives

equal strengths of the peak at E = 0 and the �rst peak

around E = ωc, whih then are able to anel in the

integral γ− over P−(E) that is proportional to the visi-

bility. However, the physial reason for a dip in visibility

is rather generi: In that energy range, the deay rate Γ
for ϕ = π has already inreased due to dephasing, while

the blokade-type suppression of the value of Γ for ϕ = 0
has not yet been lifted. This is a onsequene of the

even-odd e�et disussed above.

VII. SEQUENTIAL TUNNELING THROUGH

THE DOUBLE-DOT

Up to now, we have disussed in detail the in�uene of

the bath on the tunneling deay rate of an eletron whih

has been plaed onto the two dots in the symmetri su-

perposition. In order to omplete the piture, we have to

alulate the sequential tunneling urrent through suh a

double-dot interferene setup. This will be done by deriv-

ing and solving a master equation for the redued density

matrix of the double-dot system, taking into aount the

system-bath oupling exatly, while the tunnel-oupling

is treated in leading order. We are interested spei�ally

in the nonlinear response, i.e. in how an inreasing bias

voltage helps to destroy the phase oherene. The tun-

neling rates alulated previously will serve as input to

the master equation.

However, in order to failitate the understanding of the

results, we �rst turn to a qualitative desription of the

situation without the bath.

At ϕ = π, tunneling is ompletely bloked, sine the

left reservoir only ouples to the even state |e〉, while the
right reservoir ouples to the antisymmetri (odd) su-

perposition, |o〉. At ϕ = 0, both reservoirs ouple to |e〉,
whereas |o〉 is ompletely deoupled from the leads (om-

pare the disussion in Ref. 26). This means that a urrent

may �ow if |o〉 is empty. However, if |o〉 is �lled, the ur-
rent vanishes, beause double-oupany is forbidden in

our model. Sine there is no way to hange the oupa-

tion of |o〉, the stationary density-matrix of the double-

dot at ϕ = 0 will be any onvex ombination of these two
possibilities (at T = 0, in the absene of other relaxation

paths). At any value of ϕ in between these extremes,

there is always the state |Ψ〉 = (|+〉 − e−iϕ |−〉)/
√
2,

whose deay into the right lead is bloked by destrutive

interferene. As there is a nonvanishing overlap between

|Ψ〉 and the state |e〉 whih is reahed by tunneling from

the left lead, one will observe an aumulation of pop-

ulation in |Ψ〉, until the urrent is bloked again. This

argument holds at T = 0, while at �nite temperatures

the eletron an deay towards the left lead and make a

new attempt. Therefore, in this simple piture, the sta-

tionary urrent at T = 0 would be zero at any ϕ exept

for ϕ = 0, where it is unde�ned.
However, one has to take into aount that the ou-

pling to the reservoirs does not only lead to deay but

also to an e�etive tunnel oupling between |+〉 and |−〉.
Although this annot hange the blokade of the urrent

at ϕ = π (leading only to an energy shift of |e〉 vs. |o〉),
it does lift the blokade at other values of ϕ. This is be-
ause the bloked state |Ψ〉 is no longer stationary, suh

that an eletron will not remain there forever. The de-

generay at ϕ = 0 still remains. Therefore, in the ideal

ase without oupling to a bath, we expet the urrent

to vanish at ϕ = π and to rise towards a maximal ampli-

tude near ϕ = 0. Aording to the previous argument,

at T = 0 this maximal amplitude will be determined by

the e�etive tunnel-oupling between the dot states.
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Introduing the bath will then lead to renormalization

e�ets and spoil the perfet destrutive interferene at

higher values of the bias voltage (or temperature), quali-

tatively in the same way as it has been explained above.

We will show that the atual visibility υI of the urrent

interferene pattern I(ϕ) is given by a monotonous fun-

tion of the visibility υ introdued above for the tunneling

rate (at symmetri bias).

We start with the Hamiltonian that is obtained after

applying the unitary transformation of the independent

boson model (A5) onto our Hamiltonian (1):

Ĥ ′ = ǫ′(n̂++ n̂−)+U ′n̂+n̂−+ĤB+ĤL+ĤR+ V̂ ′
(36)

Here ǫ′ is the (renormalized) energy of the two states,

whih we will take to be ǫ′ = 0 from now on. U ′
is

the interation onstant that involves both the Coulomb

repulsion as well as the e�etive attrative interation

indued by the bath. We assume U,U ′ ≫ T, eV , suh
that double-oupany is forbidden.

The term whih we will treat as a perturbation is given

by V̂ ′
, desribing the tunneling to the left and the right

leads in the presene of the bath. It is the transformed

version of V̂ (ompare Eqs. (3) and (4) and Appendix A),

where the additional �utuating phase fators exp(±iφ̂)
have been introdued:

V̂ ′ =
∑

j=l,r

∑

α=+,−

ĵαd̂α + h.c. , (37)

where

l̂± = e±iφ̂ l̂ (38)

l̂ =
∑

k

tLk â
†
Lk (39)

r̂+ = e+iφ̂r̂ (40)

r̂− = e−iφ̂eiϕr̂ (41)

r̂ =
∑

k

tRk â
†
Rk . (42)

As usual, the urrent through the devie does not only

depend on the rates for eletrons to tunnel into and out of

the dots, but also on the stationary state whih the sys-

tem assumes in the nonequilibrium situation, i.e. under

an applied bias voltage.

We will now derive a master equation for the redued

density matrix ρ̂ of the double-dot system, whih on-

tains the populations ρ++, ρ−−, ρ00 (�0� denoting �no

eletron�) and the oherenes ρ+− and ρ−+ (with ρ00 =
1−ρ++−ρ−−, ρα0 = ρ0α = 0 for α 6= 0, and ρ−+ = ρ∗+−).

We annot simply use the standard kind of master equa-

tion, sine we have to deal with two degenerate levels |+〉
and |−〉, and it is important that a tunneling event may

reate a oherent superposition of |+〉 and |−〉 (for exam-

ple the even state |e〉). Suh a master equation - for de-

generate levels - has also been employed in Ref. 11 (with-

out oupling to the bath, and evaluated in the linear-

response regime). The equation is di�erent from that em-

ployed in the �orthodox� theory of sequential tunneling,

where no oherent superpositions are involved. Note that

for a �nite tunnel-oupling the levels ould be treated

as degenerate as long as their energeti distane is muh

smaller than the level-broadening due to tunneling. How-

ever, as we onsider the limit Γ0 → 0, we need to have

exatly equal energies. Otherwise, the energy of the hole

that is reated in the left eletrode would betray the dot

state whih the eletron has entered, thus preventing any

oherent superposition to form.

Given the initial redued density matrix ρ̂(0), and as-

suming the state of the environment (bath and reservoirs)

to be independent of the eletroni state on the dot at

t = 0, we obtain the time-evolution ρ̂(t) by traing over

the environmental degrees of freedom (�E�):

ρ̂(t) = trE [T̂ e
−i

∫

t

0
ds V̂ ′(s)ρ̂(0)⊗ ρ̂E

˜̂
Tei

∫

t

0
ds V̂ ′(s)]

= ρ̂(0)−
∫ t

0

dt1

∫ t1

0

dt2 trE [V̂
′(t1)V̂

′(t2)ρ̂(0)⊗ ρ̂E + h.c.]

+

∫ t

0

dt1

∫ t

0

dt2 trE [V̂
′(t1)ρ̂(0)⊗ ρ̂E V̂

′(t2)] + . . .(43)

Physially, by using fatorized initial onditions, we

neglet orrelations between subsequent tunneling events

whih ould be due to exitations in the eletrodes or in

the bath: Sine the tunneling rate is very small, these

exitations will have traveled away from the double-dot

until the next event takes plae. The entanglement be-

tween eletron and bath (disussed in the previous se-

tions) would prelude fatorized initial onditions, if it

were not treated indiretly in this approah (via the uni-

tary transformation). Note that we do not have to make

any seular approximation at this point, unlike the usual

derivation of a master equation

37

. It turns out that all

ontributions only depend on the time-di�erene t1 − t2
anyway, beause the dot levels are degenerate. There-

fore, in the long-time limit t → ∞, the integration over

(t1 + t2)/2 results in a fator t, and the endpoints of the

integrals over t1 − t2 may be extended to ∞. This yields

the desired master equation that will determine the sta-

tionary ρ̂, as well as the urrent, in the limit of weak

tunnel oupling.

In the expetation values of produts V̂ ′V̂ ′
only those

ontributions remain whih ombine d̂αĵα (tunneling out

of the dots) with ĵ†β d̂
†
β (tunneling onto the dots):

dρ̂

dt
= −

∑

α,β,j

∫ ∞

0

ds
{

d̂α(s)d̂
†
β ρ̂

〈

ĵα(s)ĵ
†
β

〉

+ h.c.

+d̂†α(s)d̂β ρ̂
〈

ĵ†α(s)ĵβ

〉

+ h.c.
}
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+
∑

α,β,j

∫ +∞

−∞

ds
{

d̂α(s)ρ̂d̂
†
β

〈

ĵ†β ĵα(s)
〉

+

d̂†α(s)ρ̂d̂β

〈

ĵβ ĵ
†
α(s)

〉}

. (44)

(Note that there is no minus sign from fermion opera-

tor re-ordering in this fatorization of dot and reservoir

part, as the reservoir fermion operators are dragged past

an even number of dot operators; ompare e.g.

38

; alter-

natively, it is also possible to de�ne them as ommuting

operators, sine there is no interation between them).

We get for the individual matrix elements (for brevity,

the summation over j = l, r is implied):

ρ̇++ = −ρ++

∫ +∞

−∞

ds
〈

ĵ†+(s)ĵ+

〉

+ρ00

∫ +∞

−∞

ds
〈

ĵ+ĵ
†
+(s)

〉

−ρ−+

∫ ∞

0

ds
〈

ĵ†+(s)ĵ−

〉

− h.c. , (45)

ρ̇+− = −ρ+−

∫ ∞

0

ds
〈

ĵ†+(s)ĵ+

〉

−ρ+−

∫ ∞

0

ds
〈

ĵ†−ĵ−(s)
〉

+ρ00

∫ +∞

−∞

ds
〈

ĵ−ĵ
†
+(s)

〉

−ρ++

∫ ∞

0

ds
〈

ĵ†+ĵ−(s)
〉

−ρ−−

∫ ∞

0

ds
〈

ĵ†+(s)ĵ−

〉

. (46)

The equation for ρ−− follows from that for ρ++ by

interhanging indies + and −.
Now we have to evaluate environment orrelators, suh

as the prefator of ρ++ in the seond equation (e.g. for

j = r):

〈

r̂†+r̂−(s)
〉

= eiϕ
〈

e−iφ̂e−iφ̂(s)
〉

〈

r̂†r̂(s)
〉

. (47)

By introduing the bare tunneling rates ΓR(L)0 =

2πDR(L)

〈

∣

∣

∣
t
R(L)
k

∣

∣

∣

2
〉

(ompare Eq. (5)), we get, using

Eq. (42) (remember r̂ reates a reservoir eletron):

〈

r̂†r̂(s)
〉

=
ΓR0

2π

∫

dǫ (1− fR(ǫ)) e
+iǫs . (48)

Here we have negleted any energy-dependene of the

tunnel-oupling and eletrode DOS, assuming the rele-

vant voltages and temperatures to be su�iently small

(but see below). The bath orrelator in (47) evaluates to

exp(−
〈

φ̂φ̂(s)
〉

−
〈

φ̂2
〉

), whih an be expressed by us-

ing the de�nition (12) for P−(ω). There, we have to set

s 7→ −s beause of the reversed order in the φ̂-orrelator:

e−〈φ̂φ̂(s)〉−〈φ̂2〉 =
∫

dω P−(ω)e
iωs . (49)

Therefore, we obtain:

∫ ∞

0

ds
〈

r̂†+r̂−(s)
〉

=

eiϕ
ΓR0

2

∫

dǫ (1− fR(ǫ)) P̃
∗
−(−ǫ) , (50)

with

P̃−(ǫ) =
1

π

∫

dω P−(ω)

∫ ∞

0

ds ei(ǫ−ω)s =

P−(ǫ) +
i

π

∫

dω
P−(ω)

ǫ− ω
. (51)

The integral in the seond line is understood as a

prinipal-value integral. In order to abbreviate expres-

sions like this, we introdue the following de�nitions for

the e�etive in- and out-tunneling rates as well as the

e�etive tunnel ouplings generated by the eletrodes:

γL(−) ≡ ΓL0

∫

dǫ (1− fL(ǫ))P(−)(−ǫ) (52)

γin
L(−) ≡ ΓL0

∫

dǫ fL(ǫ)P(−)(ǫ) (53)

∆L ≡ −ΓL0

π

∫ Λ

−∞

dǫ (1− fL(ǫ))

∫

dω
P−(ω)

ǫ+ ω
(54)

γ̃L− ≡ γL−[P 7→ P̃ ] = γL− + i∆L . (55)

Analogous de�nitions hold for L 7→ R. Eq. (52) is

equivalent to the de�nition (14) used for γ(−) in previous

setions. Note that the e�etive tunnel oupling ∆L(R)

depends on P−, beause it arises from transitions between

the states |+〉 and |−〉, via an intermediate lead state. In

the expression for ∆L(R), the energy-dependene of the

density of states and the tunnel oupling to the reservoir

eletrode should be kept in order to have a onvergent

integral. We will take this into aount by introduing

an e�etive upper energy uto� Λ in the integral. Using

these de�nitions, (50) is equal to exp(iϕ)γ̃∗
R−/2.

One might wonder why the e�etive tunnel ouplings

∆L(R) do depend on the oupation of eletron states in

the reservoirs. After all, in the non-interating ase, it is

possible to alulate suh a hange of the e�etive single-

partile Hamiltonian prior to �lling in the eletron states.

Alternatively, in a alulation that already takes into a-

ount oupation fators, there would be two ontribu-

tions whih add up to an integral that does not depend
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on the Fermi funtion. However, we onsider the inter-

ating ase U = ∞, suh that (even without the bath)

one of these ontributions is missing (sine it would in-

volve intermediate states with double oupany). The

resulting logarithm is analogous to that whih appears

in the Kondo problem. This e�etive tunnel oupling

has also been disussed in Ref. 23, for the ase without

a bath. There, the upper uto� Λ was provided by the

Coulomb oupling U , sine for higher energies double-

oupany is no longer forbidden and the non-interating

ase takes over (where two ontributions arise that an-

el eah other). If we take the limit U → ∞, then Λ will

be set by a uto� in the tunnel matrix elements (or the

eletron reservoir's density of states).

The general master equation for the redued density

matrix of the double-dot, derived in the limit of weak

tunnel oupling but arbitrary eletron-bath oupling, fol-

lows by inserting the de�nitions (52)-(55) into Eqs. (45)

and (46):

ρ̇++ = −ρ++(γL + γR)

+ρ00(γ
in
L + γin

R )

−ρ−+

2
(eiϕγ̃R− + γ̃L−)− h.c. , (56)

ρ̇−− = −ρ−−(γL + γR)

+ρ00(γ
in
L + γin

R )

−ρ+−

2
(e−iϕγ̃R− + γ̃L−)− h.c. , (57)

ρ̇+− = −ρ+−(γL + γR)

+ρ00(e
iϕγin

R− + γin
L−)

−ρ++

2
(eiϕγ̃∗

R− + γ̃∗
L−)

−ρ−−

2
(eiϕγ̃R− + γ̃L−) . (58)

The ingredients of the master equation obtained here

may be interpreted as follows:

One part of the right hand side orresponds to the uni-

tary time-evolution generated by the e�etive tunneling

Hamiltonian

ĤT
eff =

1

2
(eiϕ∆R +∆L) |+〉 〈−|+ h.c. . (59)

Furthermore, the in-tunneling ontributions in the

equations for ρ++ and ρ−− depend on P (E), while that
for ρ+− is determined by P−(E), sine it desribes the

reation of a oherent superposition of |+〉 and |−〉 (whih
is hindered by the bath). This term would be absent in

the usual master equation. In partiular, if γin
L− → γin

L ,

whih will be the ase at T = 0 for vanishing bias between
the dots and the left eletrode, an eletron tunneling from

the left lead will end up in the oherent superposition

where ρ+− = ρ++ = ρ−−. Taking into aount that we

are working in a transformed basis, this desribes just the

entangled state (7), on�rming the starting point of our

earlier disussion. Note that the out-tunneling ontribu-

tion for ρ++ also depends on ρ+−, for example. This

re�ets the fat that a superposition between the two

states may be bloked from deaying into the lead, while

eah state separately an deay.

The stationary density matrix is obtained by demand-

ing dρ̂/dt = 0 (and using the relations ρ00 = 1 − ρ++ −
ρ−− and ρ−+ = ρ∗+−). This will give us the density ma-

trix in zeroth order Γ0
0 in the bare tunnel oupling, whih

we need to alulate the urrent in leading order Γ1
0.

We an obtain the urrent from the ontribution of the

left eletrode to the hange ρ̇+++ ρ̇−− in the double-dot

oupation (i.e. keeping only terms that stem from the

left eletrode in the master equation). This is equal to

the right-going urrent in the stationary limit:

I

e
= (ρ̇++ + ρ̇−−)L =

2ρ00γ
in
L − γL(ρ++ + ρ−−)− 2γL−Re[ρ+−] . (60)

An alternative way of deriving the urrent would be to

start from the general Meir-Wingreen formula

39

whih

expresses the urrent in terms of the exat Green's fun-

tions of the double dot, to be alulated in presene of

the tunnel-oupling and the bath. This has been the ap-

proah of Ref. 11 for the ase without the bath, and we

have heked (60) to give the same result in that ase.

VIII. EVALUATION OF THE SEQUENTIAL

TUNNELING CURRENT AND THE VISIBILITY

In order to evaluate the urrent as a funtion of tem-

perature T , bias voltage V and phase di�erene ϕ, we
will now speialize to the ase of symmetri bias and left-

right symmetri tunnel ouplings (ΓR0 = ΓL0 = Γ0). All

essential features (in partiular the perfet destrutive in-

terferene in absene of the bath) are independent of this

assumption. We will �nd that the urrent is symmetri

under ϕ 7→ −ϕ even for the nonlinear response onsid-

ered here, due to the symmetry of the model (ompare

Ref. 11 for a systemati analysis of phase-loking in a

variety of interferene geometries).

We �nd from Eqs. (52)-(55), using f(ǫ) = 1− f(−ǫ):

γR(−) = γin
L(−) = γ(−) ≡ Γ0

∫

dǫ f(ǫ− µ)P(−)(ǫ) , (61)

where µ = eV/2 is the hemial potential of the

left reservoir. This is de�nition (14), with eV replaed

by µ = eV/2 (sine we deal with the symmetri bias

ase). Furthermore, we use the ondition of detailed bal-

ane, P(−)(−E) = exp(−βE)P(−)(E) (see, for example,

Ref. 31), whih leads to
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Figure 7: The urrent I for di�erent values of the visibility

υ = γ−/γ = 0.8, 0.9, 0.99, 0.999, 0.9999 (from top to bot-

tom). The limits ϕ → 0 and υ → 1 do not ommute. Other

parameters held �xed: λ = e−βµ = 0.2 and δL = δR = −1.

γL(−) = γin
R(−) = e−βµγ(−) . (62)

The e�etive tunnel ouplings are still di�erent (be-

ause of the di�erent Fermi distributions):

∆L(R) = −Γ0

π

∫ Λ

−∞

dǫ f(−(ǫ∓ µ))

∫

dω
P−(ω)

ǫ+ ω
. (63)

The lower sign belongs to the right eletrode.

For the speial ase of T = 0, eletrons always enter
from the left and go to the right, suh that we have γL =
γL− = γin

R = γin
R− = 0 and γR(−) = γin

L(−) = γ(−), with

γ(−) = Γ0

∫ µ

0

dǫ P(−)(ǫ) . (64)

The e�etive tunnel ouplings are, at T = 0:

∆L(R) = −Γ0

π

∫

dω P−(ω) ln

[

Λ + ω

|µ± ω|

]

. (65)

Note that, without any bath present, ∆L(R) will have

a logarithmi singularity at µ → 0, for T = 0. The upper
uto� Λ will be given by the minimum of the Coulomb

repulsion energy U and the bandwidth of the reservoir's

eletroni energy band (or by some uto� in the tunnel

matrix elements). For the purposes of our disussion, we

assume Λ ≫ µ, ω.
In the the limit of high bias voltages (ω ≪ Λ, µ), we

obtain e�etive tunnel ouplings whose magnitude goes

as z2 and dereases logarithmially with inreasing µ:

∆L ≈ ∆R ≈ −Γ0

π
ln

[

Λ

µ

]
∫

dω P−(ω) = −z2
Γ0

π
ln

[

Λ

µ

]

.

(66)

By solving the master equation for the stationary den-

sity matrix and inserting the result into Eq. (60), we

obtain the expression for the urrent through the double

dot in terms of all of the quantities mentioned previ-

ously. In general (at arbitrary T ), it is found that the

urrent may be written as the produt of γ with a di-

mensionless funtion of the phase di�erene ϕ and the

ratios υ = γ−/γ, δL(R) = ∆L(R)/γ and βµ:

I = eγ I0[ϕ, βµ, υ, δL, δR] . (67)

The omplete expression for I0 is very umbersome,

although it may be found analytially by straightforward

solution of the master equation (it is listed for T = 0 in

Appendix B). Therefore, let us �rst disuss the situation

without oupling to a bath. In that ase, we obtain

δL = δR ≡ δ = −Γ0

π

∫ Λ

−∞

dǫ

ǫ
f(µ− ǫ) (68)

and γ = γ− = Γ0f(−µ). The urrent turns out to be

(with λ ≡ e−βµ
):

I

eγ
=

4(1− λ)(δ2 + λ) cos2(ϕ2 )

3δ2 + 2(1 + λ+ λ2) + 3δ2 cos(ϕ)
. (69)

Several points should be notied about this expression:

Firstly, the destrutive interferene at ϕ = π remains

perfet regardless of temperature, beause there are no

urrent-arrying states at all. At zero temperature (λ =
0), the maximal amplitude of the urrent is Imax/eγ =
2δ2/(3δ2 + 1), whih vanishes when the e�etive tunnel

oupling δ goes to zero. This has been explained above

as a onsequene of the possible transition into a urrent-

bloking state, whih an only be undone by the e�etive

tunnel oupling. At �nite temperatures (λ > 0), the
maximal urrent is nonzero even for δ → 0, where it

approahes the value of Imax/eγ = 2λ(1−λ)/(1+λ+λ2).
This has a maximum at around T ∼ µ. It vanishes for

larger temperatures as µ/T , whih is to be expeted for

tunneling through a loalized level (dereasing derivative

of the Fermi funtion). In addition, the shape of I(ϕ)
depends on δ and λ, with a sharper minimum at ϕ = π
in the ase of larger |δ|. In the limit of δ → 0, the urrent
beomes a pure osine. At �nite temperatures (as well as

for υ 6= 1) the behaviour is similar, exept for the �nite

amplitude of the urrent at δ → 0.
Now we turn to the situation inluding the bath. The

general expression for the urrent is very lengthy, and we

will omit it here. However, it turns out that the maximal

and minimal urrent are funtions merely of υ and λ =
e−βµ

, while they are independent of δL,R.
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The amplitude of the minimal urrent (at ϕ = π) is

given by

I(ϕ = π)

eγ
=

2(1 + λ)(1 − λ2)(1 − υ2)

3(1 + λ)2 + (1− λ)2υ2
, (70)

while the maximal urrent (at ϕ = 0) is

I(ϕ = 0)

eγ
=

2

3
(1− λ) . (71)

It should be noted that the expression (69) for the urrent

in the ideal ase seems to ontradit this simple formula.

However, that is beause the limits ϕ → 0 and υ → 1 do

not ommute. This is shown in Fig. 7. It means that

for T = 0 and δL,R → 0 the maximal urrent alulated

aording to (71), whih is independent of δL,R, and the

�typial� amplitude of the urrent (∝ δ2L) may deviate

strongly. The peuliar behaviour near ϕ = 0 seems to

be onneted to the physial degeneray of the ase ϕ =
0, υ = 1 whih has been disussed above.

From these formulas, we obtain the visibility, de�ned

in terms of the urrent:

υI ≡ I(ϕ = 0)− I(ϕ = π)

I(ϕ = 0) + I(ϕ = π)
. (72)

It an be expressed entirely by the visibility υ de�ned

previously in terms of the tunneling rates (Eqs. (16),

(17)), as well as the temperature-dependent fator λ =
e−βµ

(µ = eV/2):

υI =
2(1 + λ+ λ2)υ2

3(1 + λ)2 − (1 + 4λ+ λ2)υ2
. (73)

This is a monotonous mapping of υ to the interval

[0, 1], with only a weak dependene on λ. The other

parameters δL, δR only modify the amplitude and shape

of the urrent pattern I(ϕ). Therefore, all the statements

about the visibility made in the previous disussion of

the tunneling deay out of the symmetri superposition

ontinue to hold up to this monotonous transformation

(and with eV replaed by µ = eV/2). In partiular, at

T = 0, we have

υI =
2υ2

3− υ2
. (74)

The dependene of the visibility υI on the bias voltage

eV = 2µ, the temperature T and the bath spetrum is

displayed in Fig. 8, for bath spetra of type (b) and ().

The derease of υI at µ = 0 with inreasing tempera-

ture T in ase (b) is well approximated by Eq. (35) for

υ(T, V → 0) (employing the relation υI = υ2/(2−υ2) for
µ = 0). (The funtions P(−)(E) for �nite temperatures

0 1 2 3
eV/2ωc

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

υ I

optical phonons
acoustic phonons

eV

Figure 8: The visibility υI of the pattern I(ϕ), for piezoele-
tri oupling to aousti phonons (b) (solid line) and for the

optial phonon bath () (dashed line), plotted vs. µ = eV/2,
at di�erent temperatures T/ωc = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5
(top to bottom). Inset depits energy diagram for tunneling

in this situation.

have been alulated numerially using the fast Fourier

transform, from the de�ning equation (12)).

Note that for bath spetra with z = 0 (i.e. exponent

s ≤ 1 at T = 0 and s ≤ 2 at T > 0) the visibility van-

ishes entirely (at any V ), as has been explained in the

previous setions. We have already pointed out that this

piture is expeted to hange if one treats the tunnel-

oupling to higher order. However, we have to leave this

analysis for the future. One possible approah to a non-

perturbative (but still approximate) treatment of both

the tunnel-oupling and the system-bath oupling at the

same time seems to be the numerial �real-time renor-

malization group� sheme

38

.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed dephasing in tunneling through two

parallel single-level quantum dots with a �utuating en-

ergy di�erene between the dots. The disappearane of

perfet destrutive interferene in a symmetri setup has

been taken as a riterion for �genuine� dephasing, as op-

posed to mere renormalization. The oupling to the bath

has been taken into aount exatly, via the �independent

boson model� and the onepts of the �P (E) theory� of
tunneling in a dissipative environment, while the tunnel

oupling has been treated in leading order.

We have disussed in detail the behaviour of the den-

sity matrix of a single eletron that has been plaed in

a superposition of the two dot levels. The bath mea-

sures (to some extent) the position of the eletron, suh

that the eletron's density matrix beomes mixed. How-
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ever, this allows diret onlusions about the �inoherent

urrent� only in the limit of high bias voltages, orre-

sponding to a fast �projetion� measurement of the ele-

tron's state. For lower voltages, only the low-frequeny

part of the bath spetrum ontributes to the lifting of de-

strutive interferene. Thus, for any �weak bath�, whose

spetrum falls o� fast towards low frequenies, the vis-

ibility of the interferene e�et beomes perfet in the

limit of low bias voltages V and temperatures T , when
the energy supplied to the eletron is vanishingly small.

This is the ase for a �utuation spetrum ∝ ωs
with

s > 1 (s > 2) for T = 0 (T > 0). The visibility may

show a nonmonotonous behaviour as a funtion of bias

voltage. For �stronger� spetra (smaller exponent s), in-
luding the Ohmi bath (s = 1), there is the well-known
zero-bias anomaly (suppression of the tunneling urrent

at low voltages), whih a�ets equally both the ases of

onstrutive and destrutive interferene. Therefore, the

visibility vanishes exatly at any bias voltage in our ap-

proah, where the tunnel oupling has been treated only

in leading order. Although there is always a suppres-

sion of the magnitude of the tunnel urrent for the ase

of onstrutive interferene, this may be interpreted as

a mere renormalization of the e�etive tunnel-oupling,

sine the perfet destrutive interferene is not a�eted

and sine it ours even for a bath with an exitation gap.

The full dependene of the sequential tunneling urrent

I(ϕ) on voltage, temperature, bath spetrum and phase

di�erene ϕ between the interfering paths has been de-

rived by setting up a master equation for the state of the

double-dot (whih is speial due to the degeneray of dot

levels).

The major questions that have remained open in our

analysis are related to the behaviour at stronger tunnel

oupling. In partiular, the perfet destrutive interfer-

ene may also be overome by orrelated tunneling of sev-

eral partiles (with an intermediate �virtual� exitation

of the bath), and this proess will therefore ontribute

to dephasing, although it is expeted to be suppressed

strongly at low voltages and temperatures. Likewise,

the visibility for the Ohmi bath (or other strong baths),

whih turns out to be zero in the present approximation,

may be hanged at low bias voltages and temperatures

omparable to the tunneling rate. This will require other

methods to analyze the ompetition between strong tun-

nel oupling and system-bath oupling.
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Appendix A: INDEPENDENT BOSON MODEL

For referene purposes, we desribe here the anoni-

al transformation employed in the independent boson

model. See Ref.33 for more details (onerning the ase

of at most a single partile). Consider a set of eletroni

levels j that ouple to bath operators F̂j whih are as-

sumed to be linear in the oordinates (and momenta) of

a bath of harmoni osillators, ĤB:

Ĥ =
∑

j

(εj + F̂j)n̂j + ĤB . (A1)

Here εj is the unperturbed level energy and n̂j = d̂†j d̂j
is the number of partiles on level j. The �utuating

�elds are haraterized ompletely by their power spetra

at T = 0,

〈

F̂lF̂j

〉T=0

ω
≡ 1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞

dt eiωt
〈

F̂l(t)F̂j

〉T=0

. (A2)

Here we will restrit ourselves to the ase where the dif-

ferent variables ommute, [F̂l, F̂j ] = 0. As a onsequene,

the spetrum

〈

F̂lF̂j

〉T=0

ω
is real-valued, but there may

still be orrelations.

The most straightforward solution proeeds via a uni-

tary transformation

33

(essentially a gauge transforma-

tion). One introdues the �utuating phases φ̂j , whose

time-derivatives are given by the F̂j :

˙̂
φj ≡ i[ĤB, φ̂j ] = −F̂j . (A3)

The exponent generating the unitary transformation is

de�ned as:

χ̂ =
∑

j

φ̂j n̂j . (A4)

Applying the transformation to the Hamiltonian in Eq.

(A1) yields:

Ĥ ′ = e−iχ̂Ĥe+iχ̂ =
∑

j

εjn̂j −
∑

lj

Jlj n̂ln̂j + ĤB . (A5)

The oupling between system and bath has been elim-

inated, resulting in an e�etive interation between par-

tiles on the di�erent levels, with:

Jlj =

∫ ∞

0

dω

〈

F̂lF̂j

〉T=0

ω

ω
. (A6)

The Jlj are real-valued and independent of tem-

perature. For l = j they desribe energy shifts of
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single-partile levels. The anonial transformation also

hanges the partile annihilation and reation operators,

d̂′j = e−iχ̂d̂je
+iχ̂ = eiφ̂j d̂j , (A7)

and d̂′†j = d̂†je
−iφ̂j

. This will a�et all Green's fun-

tions and, therefore, also the time-evolution of the single-

partile density matrix. In addition, it beomes impor-

tant if a tunneling part is added to the Hamiltonian,

where the operators d̂
(†)
j appear, suh that they have to

be transformed aording to (A7). However, sine the

phases φ̂j and the partile operators d̂
(†)
j ommute (even

at di�erent times, when evolved aording to Ĥ ′
), the

evaluation of Green's funtions always splits into a part

referring to the partiles and a separate average over the

bath operators. This is the major simpli�ation brought

about by the �diagonal oupling� between system and

bath.

Appendix B: CURRENT EXPRESSION FOR

SEQUENTIAL TUNNELING THROUGH THE

DOUBLE-DOT

At T = 0, for the symmetri situation, the urrent I is
given by I = eγ I0[υ, δL, δR], with:

I0[υ, δL, δR] = 2 · [−δ2L + (υ2 − 1)(1 + δ2R) +

2δLδR(υ
2 − 1) cosϕ+ δ2Lυ

2 cos2 ϕ] ·
[−3δ2L + 2δLδRυ

2 + (1 + δ2R)(υ
2 − 3) +

2(υ2(1 + δ2L + δ2R) + δLδR(υ
2 − 3)) cosϕ+

δL(δL + 2δR)υ
2 cos2 ϕ]−1

(B1)
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